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Season 38, Episode 130
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07.02.01 - Monday



Preview:Melissa happily falls into Roy's arms.
Recap:Melissa and Roy remained trapped on the elevator in the GH basement. Roy boosted Melissa up to the ceiling so that she could try and climb out. Melissa screamed at the darkness of the shaft and slipped and fell into Roy's arms. The tension mounted between them and yet they pulled away before anything could happen. The elevator started moving again and when it opened, Helena was standing there. Melissa and Roy covered and said that they were looking for a private corner to spend time in. Helena didn't believe them and told Stavros that they were going to be a problem. Stavros said he knew just how to handle them. Roy called Luke who wanted to find out exactly what was below the basement. Kevin spoke to Lucky about continuing his therapy sessions. Lucky didn't see any point when it seemed that he would never be free of his problems. Kevin convinced him that seeking help was the only way he would ever be in control of his future. Lucky
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
2 July 2001, 00:00
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